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A Message From the Editor
Welcome to the first online edition of Prologue! With all of the cancellations due to
COVID-19, I was so excited to hear that Prologue was going online. Speaking as a member
of Cranford High School’s class of 2020, we’re all pretty disappointed about how the second half of our senior year has been going, and we’ve all been finding different ways of
coping and keeping busy during quarantine. I’ve found that art, music, and powerful writing have become invaluable in keeping people’s spirits up, so continuing to release the 2020
edition of Prologue is especially important in these uncertain times.
Earlier in the year, the Prologue staff decided that the 2020 edition of Prologue should
be a retrospective on some of the best pieces of writing in the past 20 years. We’ve gone
through some of the best issues of the magazine and picked out our favorite pieces, and
we wanted to do this in order to celebrate the new decade. Those combined with the poetry and prose of this year’s writers have culminated in a one-of-a-kind edition.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the retirement of our faculty advisor, Ms. Sherman. I think I speak for everyone in the club when I say she has helped us grow and develop as writers, and this club wouldn’t be where it is today if it had not been for her hard
work and love for the magazine. Personally, Ms. Sherman helped me feel included in Prologue since my first day at Cranford High and working with other students who are as passionate about their writing as I am has been amazing. Writing can be such a solitary activity, and a strong community can be instrumental to the process. So, to Ms. Sherman, from
the bottom of my heart, thank you for all that you’ve done for the magazine, and I hope
you have a happy and healthy retirement.
To everyone else, enjoy the 2020 edition of Prologue. It’s certainly a year none of us
will forget!
Best Wishes,
Maggie Shaw, Editor
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Ephemeral Days
Rachel Sweet, 2020
Gone away is the day I once gazed to longingly,
Glorious in prospect only to weaken in time.
Far far away are days of glee and harmony,
Too wonderful to forget, too fleeting to find.
How I yearn for yesterday,
When tomorrow was of no day before.
I crave the feeling of purpose
Of which tomorrow brought to my core
As it is now today
And night has befallen the sky
Heavy hearted I wonder
Whether tomorrow will again be a lie.

Isabelle Hunt
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Reminds Me of You
Karina Vizzoni, 2014
Nestled in the sand
Glass peeks out
Most would ignore it
I treasure the little miracle
Because sea glass reminds me of you
A dark abyss
Brightened by winking lights
Sometimes I smile
Sometimes I cry
Because stars remind me of you
Bella cara mia
Beautiful my dear
Constantly echoes
Inside my head
Because beauty reminds me of you
Crackling fires
Hot stoves
Family meals
Love
Because warmth reminds me of you

Chloe Hasbrouck

The tears I shed
The smiles that come after the rain
The memories we made
Life goes on
But I hate to admit it
Because everything reminds me of you
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North to South, West to East
Hale Jaeger, 2014
This poem can be read either top to bottom or left to right
And in stucco winter cities
In Florida:
Stucco winter houses
And stucco winter hotels
And stucco winter restaurants
Sand.
Between the holidays,
With each passing season
Are hot summer quarters
And trucks
And hovels
Couples
And children
Workers
Dirt
Survive and
Shuffle and
Pick and
Sweat, hot

Natalia Onisko

On the small summer islands
Of New England,
There are small summer homes
And small summer inns
And small summer cafes and
Beaches,
But between the vacations
Every year
Are smaller winter homes
And trailers
And shacks
In which people
And families
Pets
Lobster traps
Live and
Shovel and
Fish and
Huddle, cold
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Elephant Skin
Gina DaCagna, 2012

Amanda Beckley

I hold your hand
Your leathery elephant skin
Cracked and worn with folding lines
Running rivulets of stories and of times
Rough against my
Baby smooth vellum
Peach-fuzz softness
To think that surface
Was once raw as sprouting leaf
It grew stiffer and stronger
It grew larger and fuller
Now the bark of an oak tree
Impenetrable with age
You said to me in sorrow,
“Your life is just beginning,
And mine is at the end.”
I hold your hand
I squeeze it tightly
I smile
Your blood flows in mine
It is the same blood
We are the same tree
A tree of the strongest oak
We are a part of each other
And when you’re gone
You’re not really gone
You’ll live on
You’ll live
In me
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The Magpie
Natalie Salinardo, 2014
A spool of thread, a velvet scrap
An old brass button from a sailor’s cap.
A rusted key from an unhinged door
An aged gray scarf that was white before.
A wooden pulley, useless and idle
A silken slipper from a ballet recital.
A bronze necklace with a glimpse of jade
A blue ribbon torn from a lass’s braid.
A chipped oyster shell so creamy and soft
A pigeon’s feather discovered in the loft.
All gathered in speckled jars for protection
The proud exhibition of my collection
“All that glitters is gold”
Sing to my treasures of worth untold.
To anything shiny and vain; beware
For your untold beauty adds to my hoard so
Rare.
A pile of waste has worth in my eye.
Perhaps you’ve heard of me. I am the
Magpie.

Kelly Cabrera
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I crave to be the North Star
Alone in a universe so big
Yet I stand to be so small

Worlds Apart
Olivia Wolfe, 2020
We want to hide from the light
Something just as beautiful
We shield our eyes
When the Earth is our home

Reality fades
It is a green dream
With the vivid touch of warmth
Worries turn into fascination
And satisfaction is reached
Not in the deep dark
But in the sunlight
Humanity is too far to touch
Nature versus nurture
Is now nature versus the new era
Why such hesitation to live
In a world so bright
Sabrina Duverglas

Worry is a nuisance
All I taste
Is the sweet flower to my left
Never running from the light
Hustle and work they say
While I want to live fearlessly
We generate automatons
But only those who fail to relinquish
Conform to the rationale
I hide my eyes
For individualism is the key
I am yet a speck of pollen on this flower
When one mentions a clear night sky
6
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Swamp of Insanity
Rose Michetti, 2018
Amorphous figures block the light by the waterside.
The moon does not help, only taunts their lives.
The mist and illusion, yet perfectly clear.
The hoot of an owl surreal.
Nothing is real.
Nothing is real,
In the swamp of insanity.
A glance in the water will show no reflection.
A look at the stars will show no direction.
Easily lost, easily found.
The wind blows a gust of confusion.
Nothing is real.
Nothing is real,
In the swamp of insanity.

Lara Demetrio

The sun and the moon switch whenever they please.
Cries of the birds clash with the breeze.
Everything is still, but also in motion.
The language of nature is broken.
Nothing is real.
Nothing is real, in the swamp of insanity.
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In Chains
Hannah Jacobson, 2015
You Stand on the mountain wrapped in chains.
Now the winds blow again
Pulling at you in a tremendous gale,
Whistling angrily - a rage that’s been restricted.
You left the mountain wrapped in chains.
Thrown off from high above you can still hear
the wind
Swirling swirling swirling
High off above.
You left in chains
Weighed down with steel
Trying to evade
The wind that grabbed at you
And took your voice
High off above.
Wrapped in those chains not once did you
think
You were capable of being
Of being something so big,
Not once did you know
The power of your words.
But now the mountain has been left behind
And now don’t you see?
You must take life as it comes
Let it challenge you
Let it change you.
And though you felt as if you could barely move
You must
Take that step forward
Take the risk.
Stand up for the change
And fight for the right.
Challenge it, let it change you,
But don’t you dare stay still.
8
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And though you felt as though you could barely move
Raise your voice to speak out loud
For there are those who can’t.
Strangled and oppressed they live their lives in
Silence.
Just as you once did.
So for them I say
Raise your voice to speak out loud
For now it’s just vying for its chance to see
Just how far it can reach.
There’s a voice to be heard
A force to be reckoned with
That is sleeping within
A swirling cacophony of voices
Stuck inside your mind.
But only if you let them
They may begin to thaw.
There is adversity in most everything
But don’t let it deter you.
For life can pass you by.
Silent it can be.
But only if you look up and say
“I have something I must speak”
For while there is adversity in most everything
You will soon find that every challenge proves a chance
A possibility To make a change
And win the right.

You left that mountain entangled in chains.

9

But now you return home.
Different and yet the same.
A changed person you have become.
And the chains?
Why, they have been left behind.
No longer do you walk a path
Of bondage and fear.
Rather you walk along one of freedom
And on it you have found your voice.
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Morgan Heim

Erin Manning

Sam Benes
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Light Blue
Emily LoGiudice, 2012
The soft cotton sheets are still rumpled
Light Blue
So soon
The body lies lifeless in
the bed
The soul
is slowly sneaking out
Choosing the sky instead
of the weak sick structure it’s been encased in
choosing to go free through
the window
to the
white sun
Light blue
The soft cotton sheets are still rumpled
From before the soul was gone

Gianna Vella-Dennis
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Bombogenesis
2020
A shadow of ruin

A monstrous monsoon

Is cast across the earth as

Whirling vortex, blinding rain

Two storms become one

Bombogenesis

Catherine Anton

Victoria Lima

Gusty winds whistle
Earth floods the shore with her tears
Waves break with fury
Jack Ramsay
Ominous thunder
Large gusts of wind swaying trees
Bright lighting flashes
Emma Linthicum
Bombogenesis
Swift cyclone pushing branches
Thunder clap echoes
Emma Horsch
Torrent of rain pounds

Endless falling rain

Percolating deep in soil

Horizon covered in gray

Swiftly mud slides down

Dark sky chills my heart

Isabella Rossi

Matthew Chan
Wind collides through trees
Stinging gusts and rain’s revenge
Fear soaking all things
Lauren Brown
12
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Naïveté
Hale Jaeger, 2016
“I’m busy
I say
“I’m busy, I’m busy”
Too busy for trivial things
Like putting laundry away or eating
Because in my mind I’m building,
But my creations are collapsing inward
And I grow more frantic as I implode
Though my face does not reflect that
This castle is collapsing in on its king.
He is too regal and important.
He is preserved in clear, golden legends;
He is a fly encased in
Amber. He is relevant.
The other flies, his counterparts, underlings
Are less so,
But the one on the x-ray machine,
The coincidence that scared a woman into the heart attack
She saw projected before her:
He makes himself matter.
He makes it so that I cannot be too busy for him.
“I’m busy right now”
Too busy for petty things
Like television or friends.
My walls close in;
They bend irreparably
And shatter like glass, shards heavier than lead.
They pour in like sand in a hole,
Which gets smoothed over by a high tide and forgotten
Only to be dug up again by a sandal-shod scavenger
In search of gold but who finds foil with shreds of lunch instead.
Yes, I’m too busy
Because I have important empty lots to raise
And august buildings to fell
And garbage to find and wear as jewels.
13
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What Poetry Is
April Dolan, 2016

Linnea Battiloro

When I publish a poem, it’s like climbing that terrifying mountain that looms in the distance, or
finally riding the world’s fastest roller coaster. All day I’ve worried about it, but as I walk away,
I’m free. I’ve done it. It didn’t kill me. I’m not a mess of tears on the floor. Everything is brighter. That is what poetry is. It’s embarking on a journey at the last minute, and when I’ve caught my
breath, I realize I am just fine. I’m living, and there are no standards. I am at the highest level,
and whether the people around me climb higher, or they travel farther it doesn’t matter. My dirtcovered shoes are coming apart at the seams and that is alright. Myself, and all the words I create,
are more than enough.
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Stranger
Alexa Adubato, 2018

Lara Demetrio

I think I walked past you the other day
I may have smiled, or just looked away
You seemed to be busy
Entangled in thought
So I went on my way,
And our paths never crossed.
But I see you today
As I did the day prior,
And I wonder if you’re honest, upset, or a liar,
I wonder what led you to the same spot as me.
Are you dreaming of the same things that I want to be?
You’re only a stranger, and I was told you’re no good
But I think you’re like me:
Just looking to be understood.
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Carly Bush
Super Mom
Grace Caldwell, 2020
The moon plays peekaboo with the rainclouds
Laughs like a little girl as she dodges in
And out of the covers
Her bubbling rattles the trees as they play
Along
Dressed in her Sunday best
She outshines the whole sky
A twinge of pink as she blushes at my
Smile and camera as if to say
“Look at what I can do”

Untitled
Grace Caldwell, 2020
I lay in the grass like a prayer mat
Look to the sky
Admire the clouds
Know that I am made
Of stardust and moonlight
That I, too
Am a work of nature
That I am beautiful
For no reason at all

Tushar Maini
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Essence
Jennifer Heine, 2012

Gianna Martinez

I make no distinction between you and myself.
As of thus, no distinction was needed
With abandon I lived day by day
While Godly commandments you headed.
How would I have fared without you?
While evil sought to win me,
How could I have withstood without
The will of God Within me?
Not a separate entity, but
My own elemental form
My essence. Even at the brink of death
How can I from you be torn?
‘Tis time, ‘tis time, the crocuses cry
To dust thou shalt return
I sought to fight Fate
I beg Him to wait
My eyes begin to burn.
But death does not rescind his verdict
I rise to head the final word
‘Tis time for you to split from me,
Mundane earth, divine bird.
Stomach clenched, arms wrapped tight
Fingernails digging into skin
As if by merely embracing my body
Could I ever hold you in.
Essence, sweet pure essence
Bubbles of soul, stuff of dreams
Slipping into effervescence
I marvel how heavy my body seems.
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I never know death could be so peaceful.
So quiet. Beautiful even.
I felt nothing. There’s no reason to cry
If there’s nothing to believe in.
But you flutter, and motionless
I move. Stifling a cry
I look down to behold myself
My body, set to die.
I want to tremble, but find that I’ve
No fingers to tremble with
I want to weep, and discover
Crying inside is but a myth.
Up here, no horizontal lines
Just fog, clouds waltzing through
No answers. Am I myself,
A human being, or you?
What am I? I always assumed
That my eyes belonged to me
But I possess them no more, and yet
I find that I can see
Wondrous sights, beyond
What my human brain could have made
Why is it that I live on
With my human body long decayed?
Is it perhaps that it was only lent to me
For a few short years, and then
It had to be returned to someone
Else to use again?
While I, Immortal, watch from the sky
Civilizations rise and fall to dust
But their people rise before the grave
To pronounce the ultimate trust.
Though body passes
Through Death’s dark door
The essence lives on
Forevermore.
Makayla Cartnick
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Hey, Siri
Burke Jaeger, 2016
When he held her in the light.
Her face became brighter,
Illuminating him more than the sun ever could.
With her, he had
Power.
When she was asleep
And her face was blank,
In her, he saw himself reflected,
Someone he had never seen before.
But when he let her
Slip from his fingertips,
He stumbled but she shattered.
Breathless at the prospect
Of being without her,
He could barely whisper,
“Hey, Siri, iLove You”

Maya Jones
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Masked
Mia Garofalo, 2018

Nunca vi tu cara,
Y no fue porque nunca me lo mostró,
Fue porque nunca estuvo allí.
En vez de conocerte,
Pensé que conocí a una sombra.
Un esquema sin vida y hueco
Lleno de mentiras y engaños.
Esta mascara elusiva,
Una ilusión ominosa del ser extraordinario
T ha derrotado
Y ya no puedo conocer a quien conocí por
Primera vez.
Pero ¿cómo puedo decir que nunca te
conocí
Cuando nunca vi tu cara?

I never saw your face,
Not because you never showed it to me,
But because it was never there.

Instead of meeting you,
You introduced me to a shadow.
A lifeless and hollow outline
Brimming with lies and deceit.
This elusive mask,
An ominous illusion of some other worldly
being
Has engulfed you,
And I can no longer recognize the person I
first met.
But how can I say I ever met you,
When I never saw your face?

Ella Rinaldi
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Claire Johnson

Tyler Keirstead
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Narrative
Hannah Jacobson, 2016
A box. In her mind there sits a box. In her mind there sits a box underneath other boxes. It is
collecting dust. If you look just over there and a little to the right you’ll see it. No not that one.
The other one. Over there. It looks different doesn’t it? A little worn around the edges, and starting to fade a bit in color. But nevertheless it holds up just like the other newer boxes surrounding
it. I suppose at one point she used the box quite a bit, don’t you? Used it every day. Maybe that’s
why it’s so worn. Or perhaps it’s old. Perhaps it used to hold something wonderful and whole.
Now it just holds pieces and shards of a life long ago. Nimble fingers that used to dance on the
fingerboard of a violin. Lips that once parted to kiss a high school sweetheart. An apt mind that
used to believe the world was there purely to conquer. How marvelous they all sound together.
All those pieces packed neatly away. Into a box inside her head. In a far corner of her mind, collecting dust. Even as you’ve been reading this, new boxes have piled in front of it obscuring from
view what was from what now is. They are the new pieces of a life that will all too soon fade
away and start crumbling in the upstairs rooms of her mind. Just like that box over there. If she
only searched for it, I’m sure she could find it, don’t you?

Faith Kelly
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Solace
Olivia Del Vecchio, 2016
The sun played a wicked game, bouncing off sheets of crystal ice and piles of caked snow
to shine directly in the eye of the morning and hiding behind the horizon as the temperature
dropped in the late afternoon. A simple fur-lined cap struggled to warm the exposed skin of the
head as gusts of wind whipped at the ankles of a young aviator. Days of trudging through the
countryside had left hands and feet numb and raw, either from contact with the bitter wind or a
voracious rubbing with the leather of a tight shoe. The only sounds lay in the monotonous carry
of feet, the whistle of wind, and the rumble of a stomach pining for a crust of bread.
You disgusting bastards!
The words reverberated, crashing against Kohl’s skull. He shook his head, believing that
quick, repetitive motion would dissuade those thoughts from emerging once again.
Repulsive. Absolutely repulsive.
The trickling of tears met with the ruby, sensitive skin of Kohl’s cheeks as he walked. His
head bowed, his hands stuffed into the pockets of a leather jacket, his fingers caressing the
smooth veneer of a picture housed within. His feet carried forward, to the farmhouse just beyond the fence. Smoke rose out of that brick chimney. The yellow light from within extended
outside, pooling onto the pristine, untouched snow. Laughter along with other indistinct noise
played in time with the waltz tune Kohl hummed to himself.
Kohl’s fingers were a phantom noise on the wood of the door. Cold, exhaustion, and hunger had depleted his energy. His body craved warmth, yearned for the physical touch of another,
and cried out for a soothing voice to reach his year. The urge to be near a fire and devour some
roasted potatoes and fish overwhelmed him. His fingers roughed the exterior of the door once
again, this time with a little more force.
You bring shame onto yourself, your family, the army, Russia!
The opening of the door revealed a weathered face.
“I…” his voice scratched against his throat on its journey upwards. Kohl cleared his throat
twice before he continued, “I beg of you. May I stay for dinner? I will perform any manual labor
for you and your family in the morning, if I must. Please.”
The weathered face nodded, sweeping her arms in a welcoming gesture inward.
“Come in. We’ll see what we can do for you…”
“Kohl. Um, my name is Kohl Petrov, ma’am.”
Petrov! Nikolaev! Separate… immediately!
“Kohl, come in. Come, come. Brush off that snow. Warm up! Your fingers look practically frozen,” the woman nagged in that affectionate, maternal way. She guided Kohl with a gentle
touch to the back and a warm smile.
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Three musicians sat around the rectangular wood of the table. Calloused hands spooned
steaming broth, inhaling with the gentle whisper akin to the sounds found in the winds sections.
A young male knocked his glass of vodka down upon the table with a fairly regular beat, acting
as the family’s percussion section. The scattered scraping of the legs of the chair acted as the
brass section. The chorus of laughs, exclamations, and shrieks of joy brought a depth and passion to the music.
“Greta! What did you find out there in the snow this time?” a deep baritone voice called
out.
“Sir, I am sorry to intrude. The air is frigid, and I feared I would die of frostbite. I am
seeking solace, if only for a note.” Kohl’s eyes danced between the figures, unable to maintain
steady eye contact with anyone in particular. “My name is Kohl,” he added as an afterthought.
The man rose from his seat at the table. A white, full beard occupied much of his face.
His hands grasped onto Kohl’s shoulder.
“Well, good thing you found us then, huh, son?” the man smiled. “I am Dimitri.”
Dimitri beckoned to the empty seat at the table. Kohl hastened to move, tripping over his
own feet in his hurry. His eyes greedily looked to the food arranged around the table. His stomach lusted for a bowl of that soup, it growled with impatience. Greta gave Kohl a soft pat to the
back and a ceramic bowl with a chip on the rim. Once he had ladled soup into the bowl, Kohl
engulfed the soup. Swallowing mouthfuls of boiling liquid despite not having a spoon. Days
without a meal had eliminated the army’s particular rules regarding etiquette.
“Don’t worry, son. The food won’t disappear if you eat slowly,” Dimitri joked, eliciting
snickers from the other two.
Disappear from my sight immediately, you repulsive… repulsive things!
Kohl’s spine stiffened, he placed the bowl down slowly and with immense care. His eyes
focused on the wall opposite him. The warmth stemming from the soup and the company morphed into a blizzard of cold, undesirable feelings.
“Dimitri, now you have gone and frightened the boy,” Greta chided her husband.
“Yeah, Papa. Look at him. He’s practically frozen in fear,” the son chimed in. His hair is the
same exact shade as Alexander’s, Kohl thought. The thought disturbed him.
“So, son, tell me, what are you doing walking around in a snowstorm?” Dimitri inquired
with a mix of sincerity and facetiousness.
“Uh,” Kohl could not formulate any words, a sentence, a coherent thought.
The notes, the shy glances, the promise of a few moments alone, propelled Kohl forward through morning
exercises, lunch, and practice drills. When the dinner bell had rang, Kohl fought against the swarm of soldiers
headed in the direction of the mess hall, back towards the dorms. He rushed towards that small closet near the
bathroom, his favorite spot in camp, the one that held all the cleaning supplies and reeked of bleach.
The cracking of the fire amplified in the silence, bullets ricocheting out of a machine gun,
firecrackers exploding in the sky.
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Whenever they could, Kohl and Alexander met there. They would sit under the dim, faint light hanging
bare, and talk. Exchange smiles, interlace hands, share a piece of the heart. Gift each other with love. Alexander
would hum quietly, his favorite piece of music. As he hummed the Waltz of the Flowers, Kohl placed his arm
around his waist, swaying back and forth gently.
Dimitri cleared his throat. Greta pointedly looked at him. The son shot his glass of vodka
down at the table.
The music overwhelmed his senses, quieting outside, background noise, conjuring images of beautiful, elegant couples gliding across a stage. The two danced as if time stood still, as if this moment would be suspended in
time, permanently. Kohl placed his head on Alexander’s shoulder. The swift pace of another went undetected, as
did the jiggle of the doorknob.
Sweat pooled in the palm of Kohl’s hand. A twitch plagued his eye, the ferocious rubbing
with his knuckles did little to remedy.
“The army. I am, I… was an aviator?”
You disgusting bastards!
“The army?” Dimitri asked. “If you’re in the army, what are you doing all the way out
here? Why aren’t you serving? Does your commanding officer know this, boy?” His questions
grew as his voice did, in amazement, in hostility.
Repulsive. Absolutely. Repulsive.
Tears trickled down his cheek. Shaking hands reached inside his pocket. The smooth veneer of the photograph steadied his heartbeat.
“Answer me, boy! Why are you here?” Dimitri barked, impatiently. The words hurtled
across the table, hitting Kohl without restraint, without mercy. Dimitri’s once merry and soft face
hardened with the emerging blush of anger.
“I...I…”
“You what! What did you do? Why are you here?”
“I did not belong, sir! I was forced to leave!” The words flew out. Kohl regretted the taste
of them immediately. Greta made a hurt noise. The son raised an eyebrow. Dimitri huffed.
“And why is that?” The words stung, intrigue had turned into disbelief, annoyance.
Officer Romanov gasped. The boys jumped apart, color adding a blush to their cheeks. Syllables rushed
from their mouths, but nothing was said, nothing could be said. Romanov clasped Alexander by the scruff of his
neck.
“You bring shame onto yourself, your family, the army, Russia! With this unmanly, ungodly behavior.
How did they let you into the army, girls,” he spat.
With a forceful shove, Alexander was tossed into the hall. Kohl received a heated look and removed himself from the warmth, the safety, of the closet. Knuckles tapped the skull, over and over. Each one ringing in
Kohl’s head. His eyes rimmed with hot, wet tears. Kicks cracked, sending a nail further into the crevices of a shattering heart. Kohl could only stand, petrified, as Alexander received inhumane treatment. He looked up, directly
into Kohl’s eyes.
“Go,” he mouthed.
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Kohl shook his head.
“Go!”
His feet moved on their own accord, the brain reacting to the danger and feeling for safety. The heart lay
prostrate on the ground, remaining with the one he loved.
“Because of him!” Kohl cried out.
“Him? Who is ‘him’?”
His shaking hands fought to remove the picture from his pocket.
“Alexander.” Kohl had not spoken his name since that night. The beauty of that name had
been beaten when he had been tormented, destroyed, by Romanov.
Realization dawned in the farming family. Disgust fueled bitter words of hatred and a
strike to Kohl’s head.
Dimitri pushed his chair back and yelled, “Out! Out, you pig. How dare you come in my
house!”
Kohl rushed out of the house, the freezing temperature reacting with his overheated body.
The snow had piled higher in the hour he had spent indoors. The wind had grown in strength.
The temperature had dropped even lower. Once the adrenaline circulated through his body and
receded back, Kohl had little energy to do anything. He fell onto the bank of snow. The wind
whipped at his ankles. His hat fought to warm his head, his hands and feet were raw and numb.
Kohl remained in that position, exposing himself to the wild nature of the snowstorm. Kohl remained there as he cried and shook from loneliness, from the fear of being alone without aid,
without food. Kohl remained that way as his breathing slowed, his skin colored blue, and he escaped the misery of the life of a soldier who fell in love with another soldier.

Kirsten Williams
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Stragglers
Catherine Anton, 2020
“Are we there yet?”
“Nope.”
“How ‘bout now?”
“Nuh-uh.”
A minute or so passed by.
“Are we there yet?”
“Quinn!”
“We’ve been driving forever.”
“It’s been 45 minutes!”
“See.”
“No, I don’t see. You just need to sit quietly and we’ll be there before you know it.”
“Are we far?”
“Ah, now there’s a reasonable question.”
“Are we?”
“Nope, almost there.”
“But what does that mean?”
“Ten miles.”
“But what does that mean”
“Ten minutes, okay!”
At last, there was a moment of peace. But it was broken seconds later by a shrill scream.
Becca jolted, spinning the steering wheel to one side. The car spun wildly in circles across the rain
-coated Turnpike, only coming to a stop when it slammed against the metal guard rail. Becca and
Quinn both sat still as their heartbeats settled. When she had caught her breath enough to speak,
Becca turned to her brother and asked, “Are you okay?” panting hard between words. Quinn nodded. “Then what on earth is your problem! You can’t just scream like that? We could be dead!”
Tears streamed down Quinn’s face. “I forgot it,” he whimpered.
“What did you forget?”
His shoulders rose and fell with what were now sobs. “The cube.”
“I told you to make sure you had everything!”
“I–– I forgot. Can we go— can we go back— and get it?”
Becca looked at the time on the dashboard and sighed. “We’ve got two hours before the
gates close. I don’t think we’d make it if we went back.”
“Yes, we— yes, we— yes, we would.”
“We’re already cutting it close. There’s bound to be traffic all around the bridge.”
“Please! Please! I have to go back! I have to!”
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Madelyn Swanson

“I know. I know. I’m so sorry, bud, but we can’t.” Becca watched her little brother rock
back and forth in his seat with his eyes squeezed shut. His cheeks were red and wet and his
shoulders continued to tremble violently. After a long moment of consideration, Becca spun the
wheel, turning the car around, and pressed her foot against the gas pedal. A spark of hope lit up
inside her.
“Are we––” Quinn began.
“Uh, huh, just shut up and sit tight.” Quinn released a sigh of relief and began to rock
more gently.
On their journey thus far, Becca and Quinn had seen a few dozen other cars on the road,
but on their way back, there were absolutely none. When they were almost home, Becca began to
rethink her decision. “Everyone else is gone. We’re literally the only ones still here. We have to
be,” she mumbled to herself. Despite her fear of what she was saying, the act of saying it aloud
calmed her. She turned up the volume on her radio, only to find that it was still static. “Really!”
she shouted, slamming her hand against the wheel and her foot deeper into the gas pedal. It was
now 10:45, and with the gates closing at midnight, Becca was eager for news on the traffic. Although most people left the week of the announcement, any stragglers, like herself, from all along
the East Coast would be heading there now.
A few minutes later, Becca pulled in front of their house to find it was surrounded by at
least half a foot of water. The fresh water that rained from the sky splattered against the salty sea,
turning its tiny waves frantic. A heavy storm was brewing. “Go! Go! Go!” she shouted at Quinn,
who scrambled to open the door. Once he did, he suddenly froze. “Beccaaa…”
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Tenth Man Run
Christina Barlik, 2017
Based on a true story
Winter was withering away in Godowa, Poland. Muddy snow piles were melting, yellow
grass peeking through, and beautiful chirping was echoing in the hills for the first time in
months. But in the air, there was tension, distress, and death. War had been in full force for two
years and the end was nowhere in sight. For in a small log house lived a family of ten, who tried
to stay unnoticed from wars way.
“Mama, can I help you with anything?”
“Powel, do not worry about anything today. Sixteen years ago, my life changed forever. I
had you and your sister. March 19th is your day in this family because it’s St. Pawel’s day. We
named you after him. Papa and I are so grateful for you and Ania.”
“Oh Mama, I know, but I want to help. The little ones are outside helping Papa feed the
cows and the chickens. Ania went to the city to see Wiktoria and i am just sitting here.”
“Alright fine. Grab six potatoes from the corner.” Pawel walked over to the dimly lit corner and lifted up the wooden floorboard.
“Are you sure, Mama? It looks like we only have less than a hundred potatoes left. This
needs to last until summer, until they sprout again.”
“Listen, today is a special day, you become a man. This only happens once… well, really it
only happens two more times; when you get married to Joanna and when you have your first
child.”
“Mama!” Pawel looked up at his mother half glaring and half smiling, “I am not getting
married to Joanna, she is like my sister. There are other girls I can marry.”
“There is no other young lady like Joanna. She is smart, good looking, respectful and SHE
CAN COOK. You need someone who will take care of you and your stomach.”
Pawel’s face began to ease and smile. He let out a little chuckle, “Oh, Mama. We still have
time before I get married.”
“Time is ticking, my son. You turned sixteen today, and your father and I got married
when he was seventeen.”
“Okay-”
Before Pawel was able to finish his sentence, Ania barged into the one room house. Huffing and
puffing. “Pawel, hu-hu-hu-hu, it’s Justyn. Hu-hu-hu he went to Auschwitz. The Gestapo is taking all the Jews, there and-and Justyn went there.”
Broken cries come from Pawel, “Ania, what are they doing with them, tell me. What
did they do to Justyn.” Pawel fell to the ground and took out a piece of fabric from his pocket. Justyn and Pawel were neighbors and best friends since birth. When the two of them were
together they were unstoppable, until three months ago when all of that changed. It was a
chilly winter’s day; dark snow clouds were creeping over the hills and fresh snow started to
cover the snow that was already on the ground. The two boys were walking in the village
fooling around in the snow, not dressed for the colt at all. Pawel was wearing a thin jacket
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that was a hand-me-down from his father and ripped pants, as well as a hat. Justyn was wearing
the same clothing as Pawel, but around his arm there was a yellow badge, the Star of David. As
the boys were having a snowball fight, five dark green trucks with a Nazi swastika insignia on
them came ripping in front of the two boys. Soldiers jumped out of the back and began to attack people who wore the yellow badges. Pawel and Justyn saw that and started to run back
home, but a tall, blonde haired, and blue eyed man was able to grab Justyn. Pawel tried to save
Justyn, but the soldier was bigger and stronger. The only thing that Pawel was able to grab was
Justyn’s yellow badge. Since that day Pawel had not seen his best friend.
“What happened to him?” Pawel’s voice became angry at that point.
“I’m so sorry, Pawel, but Auschwitz is a place where they are taking the Jews and they are
killing them. Pawel, I think Justyn, is gone.”
“No, no, no he is not gone. He is going to walk through that door in a little bit singing Sto
Lat on the top of his lungs and then we will give each other a big hug.” Ania and Mama looked
at each other, neither of them knew what to say or do for Pawel. “The only thing I have left of
him is this,” Pawel picked up his head and showed his mother and sister, it was the yellow
badge. “This is what I have of my best friend, his yellow badge to show that he is Jewish. I
grabbed this, instead of him. I let him go. I did not save him. I didn’t fight harder.” Pawel began to shake and tears were running down his pale cheeks. Ania and Mama rushed over to Pawel
and held him.
Mama was holding his head in her lap, moving her hands through his thick dark brown
hair. “Pawel, shhh, you did nothing wrong, my sweet boy. This is not your fault, listen to me this
is NOT your fault. You tried to save him, I know, shhh.”
“I could have fought harder, Mama.”
For over thirty minutes they were on the floor holding the young man. Pawel cried so
much that he passed out. Later that day Pawel woke up to find Farmer Adam, in his home,
helling Mama and the little ones something.
“I’ve come here to warn you. The Gestapo are coming back, and this time they want all
the village men.”
“What Adam? They want all the men. No that is not happening, that can’t happen. They
can’t have my husband and my son. No, that is never going to happen.” Pawel rushed right over
to his mama’s side.
“Mama, what is going on?”
“Pawel,” she turned her attention to Pawel and their dark brown eyes met. “You need to
go to Ciocia Teresa’s house, right now. Go down to the end of the farm. Once you are there,
climb over the wooden fence, then take a left after you see the trees where you go frog hunting. Run down that hill, and turn right. Keep running straight and you will run right to Ciocia
Teresa’s farm.”
“But Mama, what about Papa?”
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“Don’t worry about him.” She began to give him some clothes to get dressed, “Here are
your boots, jacket, and hat. Put them on.” Once he had the boots on, she started to push him
out the door, but before he was completely out of the door, she gave him a kiss on the cheek,
“Go with God, my son. I love you.”
One single tear drop rolled down Pawel’s face. “Mama, I love you too.” With that, he
started to run through the farm. He passed the cow fields, which led him to the end of the
farm. He climbed over the fence and started to run again. Looking back for one last time at his
farm. Once he saw the tree he turned left and began to run down the hill. The hill was extremely slippery and wet from the melting snow. Pawel looked down at his feet, so he would not trip
over something and fall. He was halfway down the hill when he looked up for a second and saw
the green trucks with the swastika ono them again. He started to panic; he tried to run up the
hill, but the ground was too slippery. He was losing his footing, and he tried once more and fell
right on his face.
Pawel started to tumble down the hill. Once he hit the bottom, he was too beaten up and
was too hurt to get up and run again. He just lay there holding back tears of pain, hoping that
the Gestapo would not hear him. But, from a distance a soldier saw him fall off the hill. The
truck pulled right up to Pawel, and two soldiers jumped out of the back of the truck and dragged
Pawel to the back of the truck and threw him in and drove him to the center of the village. He
was too tired and beat up to fight back.
In the center of the village, there were lines and lines of men, grouped in tens. Pawel was
dropped in the second line at the end. He was told to stand on his feet and not move. With all
of his strength and energy he picked himself up from the ground and rocked from side to side
on his feet. He heard whispers coming from the men in line and saw fear in their faces. The
man next to Powel heard that he did not say anything; his weak legs gave out and his body fell to
the ground. He knew he was the tenth man in his line, his body looked as if he was a dead
man. One soldier stomped over to Pawel’s line.
“STAND UP NOW! GET UP!” as the soldier yelled, he kicked Pawel in the gut. Pawel’s
head lifted up just enough to see the soldier’s face: blonde hair, devil’s blue eyes and a strong jawline. Pawel realized that the man who was standing in front of him was the same soldier who
took Justyn.
Out of nowhere a rush of energy went through Pawel’s body, he stood on his feet and
looked right into the Gestapo soldier’s eye. “You took my best friend, you killed Justyn! You
killed him! YOU TOOK HIM AWAY FROM ME.” As Pawel shouted in the soldier’s face, he
started to push the soldier’s shoulders. “You are a disgusting pig. Go to hell because that is
where you belong, you filthy pig.”
The soldier took his pistol out of his belt and cocked the gun, placing it right over Pawell’s
forehead. Both men glared at each other.
“Go ahead, kill ME! Just like you did with Justyn. Kill me right now, so there is no more
pain. SHOOT ME!” The soldier’s trigger finger started to move over to the trigger and began to
apply more pressure.
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BANG!” Pawel fell to the ground, shaking.
“HALT SOLDATEN FAHREN AB!” The major was standing on the village’s town hall
steps, point a gun up in the air. All the Gestapo soldiers started to walk back to the truck,b ut the
soldier in front of Pawel still hovered over him.
“You are a very lucky man today,” the soldier said spitting down at Pawel and kicking him
again in the gut.
On March 19, 1941, Pawel’s life was saved. The village mayor made a deal with the major;
agreeing to give the Gestapo twenty cows, six horses, and fifteen chickens. By giving them the
animals, the soldiers would not kill any village men on that day. After the Gestapo left, Pawel’s
father and neighbors rushed to Pawel’s side.
“Pawel, it’s me, Papa. Stay with me son.”
“Papa, they killed Justyn.”
“Don’t worry about that now.” Papa said as he looked at his bloody and beaten
son. “Adam is getting the wagon; we are taking you home.”
“One, two, three.” The men said as they lifted his limp body onto the wooden wagon.
Mama was inside the house glued to the window looking out for any sign of Pawel and Papa. Her hands were clenched, with bright red hands and white knuckles, holding a wooden rosary. She mumbled the rosary. A dark brown horse appeared at the crest of the hill, pulling a
wagon. She saw Papa sitting up, but no sign of Pawel. A piercing cry came from her mouth as
she ran out of the door.
“Pawel, PawEL, PAWELL,” mama yelled as she fell to the ground. Shouting and looking
up to the sky. “God, what did you do?

Audrey McMahon

“BANG!
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Commentary at 36,000 Feet
Maggie Shaw, 2020
I take my seat on flight 140 from Orlando, Florida to Newark, New Jersey. It’s short,
about two hours, but it’s just enough time to sit back, listen to my music and watch the clouds roll
beneath us like the waves of an ocean. I get the window seat after asking my mom to trade places. She complains before reluctantly agreeing to give it to me. The window seat always helps
with my claustrophobia. I put my phone on airplane mode, detaching from the cramped, smelly
world around me before putting on some music.
“Thump!” I feel a tiny foot slam into the back of the plastic part of my seat. Then, it
comes again and again and again. I roll my eyes. Flights from Orlando always have a million little kids coming back from Disney World, and every time I fly, one of them always just has to end
up behind me, kicking my seat the entire way up the east coast.
“Thump! Thump! Clap!” Now, to accompany the disjointed rhythms of the kid’s kicking
is her fidgeting with the tray table attached to the back of my seat. “Clap! Clap! Clap!”
I give my mom a look, and she offers to turn around. I feel awkward, so I tell her not to,
hoping that once the plane gets in the air, the fidgeting will stop.
We sit forever on the tarmac, waiting for a taxi and an opening on the runway. It’s hot,
musty and smells like people. My mom has gotten sucked into her book already, and I’m about
to start my music before I hear a voice.
“I’m just saying, pilots’ simulations should simulate realism,” A loud, rich voice say from
across the aisle. Out of the corner of my eye, I see a taller man with a beard going down to his
belly. The beard is unkempt, and his hair is long and tangled too. He wears a dry fit T-shirt with
the logo of a gaming company in his left sleeve. “It’s like, they have simulations that simulate realism, but with the budget and…”
Oh my God, I think. How do you simulate realism? You simulate reality. Realism is already the idea
of showing things as they actually are. Why would anyone want to simulate that? What he wants to say is simulating reality.
It’s a minor gripe, and I get what he’s trying to say… sort of. But, my real issue with it is
that even with a roaring jet engine right beside my ear and several other people talking in the cabin, I can still hear his annoying, snobbish voice slicing through the background noise.
I look towards my mom again. I don’t think she noticed him as much as I did. I discreetly
motion towards the man across the aisle, and I roll my eyes. She smiles.
“This guy is talking out of his ass,” I whisper.
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I figure that maybe I should watch Netflix instead of listening to music, to try and make
the time go faster. I’m already starting to get antsy because we’re still not in the air yet. So, I select one of the episodes of The Twilight Zone I had downloaded back at the airport, and I finally
put on my headphones once again. The captain begins to make his announcements, so I took
them off once again. He went through the normal things someone says before a flight, like the
weather conditions and what to expect with turbulence. He also apologizes for the delay even
though it’s not his fault. Meanwhile, because my mom and I are in an exit row, one of the flight
attendants comes up to us and explains everything we need to know. He sits in the fold out chair
across the aisle from me.

There’s a woman across the center aisle from us who also catches my eye the more we sit
on the tarmac. I question her clothing decisions. She’s in her late fifties, early sixties, but she’s
going on 25. The woman sports this cheetah-printed zip up hoodie with clashing, bright pink
leggings that leave nothing to the imagination, and sandals with grey socks. I get trying to be
comfortable for a long trip and maybe not doing hair or makeup, but this lady’s outfit couldn’t
have been more incoherent.
Who in their right mind would go out in public like that? I think.
We’re about to take off now, and the jet engines get louder and louder. The flight attendant
sitting across from me buckles himself. He looks a little tense, pale, and fidgety. Better yet, I see
him look around for a split second before making the sign of the cross across his chest. My
stomach drops.
He’s a flight attendant. Why is he nervous about flying when he’s a flight attendant? Isn’t
he supposed to be one of the people who are supposed to keep everyone calm if there is an
emergency? He can’t be anxious. That’s just a poor carrier choice on his part.
The takeoff is smooth (thank God), and I finally get to finish the episode I was watching
before listening to music and staring out the window at all the clouds. I adjust my legs, sitting
with them crossed and slightly under my seat before I feel something, like another person’s clammy skin on the back of my calf. Confused and a little tense, I look under my seat to see
someone’s big toe sticking out from underneath. I restrain myself from screaming on a crowded
plane, but I quickly moved my legs out in front of me, my face reeling and crinkling in disgust. I
hate feet. I whisper the entire thing to my mom, and she has a similar reaction to me.
Meanwhile across the aisle, the woman with the cheetah-print hoodie catches my eye again
as she takes out a snack. Normal enough, plenty of people eat snacks on planes. However, I
looked a little closer to see that she’s eating a peach. A peach of all things. She couldn’t have
picked a messier food to have eaten on a plane. Who brings a peach onto an airplane? I started
to picture the juices dripping down her hand and onto the seat, the tray table too. Imagine the
person who’s going to have to sit on there in a couple of hours. Ew.
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Every time I hear a voice, I think it’s the pilot making an announcement, so I pause my
music and listen. However, ever time it’s the man across the aisle with the uppity voice. Oh, and
by the way, he and his buddies are now eating Ramen noodles, which proceed to stink up the cabin. The lady in front of him is still biting into her peach, and the girl is still closing and opening
the tray table on the back of my chair. I look down at my legs. At least the foot and the toe have
been pulled back. After a long two hours, we begin our initial descent, entering the Newark area.
I am so close to being done with this flight when there’s a commotion from the back of the
cabin. I don’t quite hear it. The flight attendant doesn’t either. However, it’s caused by a middleaged woman with a large angry voice yelling about something or other.
The flight attendant buckles again and also makes the sign of the cross. I try not to stare,
so when he looks back at me, I look out the window. I crack a half smile as I think, Hey, at least
he’s praying. It can’t do any harm.
We get on the ground, and we’re waiting on the tarmac. A number of times, the flight attendants make the announcement to stay seated and buckled because we’re on an active runway. However, another man a couple of rows back must have not gotten the memo because he
has to pee. He stands up once, and the flight attendant next to me informs him that he has to sit
down. However, his friend has to say that it’s an emergency. The flight attendant across from me
reluctantly lets him go. The man quickly returns to his seat after the flight attendants in the front
reprimand him.
“I mean, if this guy gets up, we’re going to have to wait until he goes to the bathroom before we start moving, and we can lose our spot at the terminal,” the flight attendant tells me with
a small laugh. “It’ll be at least another 45 minutes, and I don’t really think anyone else in here is
going to like that.”
Already feeling very claustrophobic because we’ve been stopped for over ten minutes, I
smile and say, “Yeah.”
We don’t have to wait for that much longer. The seat belt sign goes off, and everyone rises. I feel my chest tightening, so I sit back down and breathe. Meanwhile, as people start to clear
out, a man comes up to the flight attendant. He’s irate.
“Did you hear this woman in the back of the cabin!?” the man asks.
“No, sir, I don’t know what you’re talking about,” the flight attendant answers.
“She’s been on her phone for at least thirty minutes, screaming and cursing. That’s a federal
offense, right? Causing a disturbance on a flight?” His voice is assertive and strong, and his
brow is folded over.
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“I’m sorry, sir,” the flight attendant said.
The man walks away with his things, and then I hear the screaming, irate woman behind
us. She has a strong voice. In fact, it’s so loud that it carries across the entire plane once the engines are off. She’s screaming profanities and ripping whoever is on the other hand apart for
what eventually comes out as driving and crashing her car. Her voice scrapes my ears, and I
shudder at the sound as my mom and I exit the plane. We say goodbye and thank you to the
crew and step out into the airport where the irate woman continues her fiery escapade inside of
the terminal.
Every head in the entire terminal turns towards the woman and, in turn, us. We were lucky
enough to still be walking in front of her as we go to the baggage claim. Eventually, we let her
pass, but we hear her long after she’s out of sight. She drags her small son behind her, and my
sympathies go out to him.
The people sitting behind me (the people with the kicking and the toe pressed up against
my leg) come up to us.
“Can you believe her?” the mother asks in a soft, British accent. “Oh my God.”
“I know,” my mom says. “That little boy must be so embarrassed.”
“Did you hear me?!” the woman asks in the middle of her cursing tirade.

“I’m sure the people back in Florida can hear you,” I mutter.
Eventually, after waiting forever at the baggage claim, we get into my dad’s car and say hello
to him. Never had I been so happy to be on the ground in New Jersey.
“How was your flight?” he asks.
I sigh and smile. “You wouldn’t believe the people who were on it.”
Olivia Schindler
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